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II.

Executive Summary
As more fully discussed below, and based upon the information gathered during the last

ten

months, together with recommendations of several other bodies that have studied the issue of

minority representation in the Cleveland Division of Police,

this Task Force recommends the

following steps be taken and/or maintained to help Cleveland progress toward

a

police force that

is more racially representative of the citizens it serves:

Mission/Vision Statement and Departmental Goals
A1. Develop a mission/vision staterment that articulates the value and importance of diversity
and inclusion to law enförcement.
1

, 1 11.ilaiois I:OFei. 2001 lni:Tim iRepon

2. Establish reasonable departmental goals for improvement, using appropriately established
benchmarks, and designate specific personnel who shall be responsible and accountable

for
meeting goals.

Recruitment and Hiring
1. Modify the criteria used to determine hiring eligibility from 100% reliance on civil

service exam results to a system that includes those results, but also factors in results of
film situation exams, personality tests, oral exams and/or sinmilar accepted criteria used by

other municipal police departments.
2. Require any testing consultant firm hired to provide acceptable evidence that its exam
does not create an adverse impact on minority applicants. Also, include pre-test coaching

as part of its contract.
3. Develop a targeted marketing strategy focusing on minority communities.
Such a
strategy should clearly state the criteria for becoming an otficer and the lifestyle choices

that will derail such an option. Minority-focused media and websites should be used 1Or

recruiting.
4.

Solicit foundation funding to pay for pre-test coaching for disadvantaged applicants.

5.

Designate specific minority recruitment staff
effective minority recruitment program.

to

begin the process of designing

an

Promotions
1.

Consider re-evaluating and re-weighting the written, in-basket, and oral presentaon

secuons or the promotional exam and also consider using other accepted tests OI
leadership capacity in order to avoid any adverse impact on minority pronouona
opportunities.
2.

Place each newly promoted officer on a six-month probation period to ensure they
possess the necessary field and management skills.

3.

Require any promotional exam designer to provide pre-test coaching to all interested

applicants.
4.

Phase in, over a ten-year period, a requirement for at least two years of college credit to

promotion to any position of sergeant or above.
Deployment
a system by which
any appointment to an Officer in Çharge (OIC) position is
based upon Chief's discretion, but with advice from a diverse panel of police

1. Maintain

commanders selected by the deputy chiefs. Such panel of police commanders should
rank the candidates and provide its recommendations to the Chief in writing. This
General Police Order ("GPO") and incorporate it
process should be memorialized with a
into collective bargaining agreements, where possible."

2. Rotate OIC positions so that no officer can remain in such position for more than four
A limited, six-month, extension may be appropriate to allow an officer to
complete an open case. Utilize a GPO and, if possible, the collective bargaining
agreement to institutionalize the change.
years.
years.

A General Police Order is a regulation put in place under the authority of the Chief of Police. It govems police
that are incorporated into a
until expressly revoked by the same or a subsequent Chief. Any changes
policy
collective bargaining agreement are binding upon the City and that bargaining unit for the life of the agreement.
Any changes that are institutionalized via changes to Civil'ServiIces rules or charter changes remain binding on all
employees governed by those provisions until any future changes are made. A charter change requires the passage
of an ordinance by City Council calling for the submission of the amendment to the electorate and the subsequent

approval of the amendment by

a

majority vote.

3.

After such period, the
assignment should go to the commander interview committee for a recommendaIO

Limit temporary assignments

or

"detailing"

to

90

days.

regarding any longer deployment assignment.
Oversight/ Monitoring
1. Appoint an oversight committee to provide ongoing monitoring ofprogress.
2.

Produce a

progress report twice a

year indicating the factors

that are assisting

or

hindering progress.
3. Inform the public by issuing timely press releases corresponding to the progress reports.

II.

Background
Early

in her

administration, Mayor

Campbell issued various public

Jane

statements

indicating her commitment to diversify the City of Cleveland's safety forces, and charged

various members of her cabinet with the
that

goal.

responsibility to begin the changes

The urgency of addressing this issue

was

necessary to achieve

heightened during the first half of 2003,

the African
result of efforts by the Black Shield Police Association and

Supervisors Association, which separately raised

issues

American

as a

Police

concerming the hiing, deployment and

i n a s i n ic
1,1i 12a iiian.iiii: ins.aar n í }
various:leaders
of African-American officers in the Division' of Police: In.addition,

2:

promotion

chef

SLuct p

staged public

minority leadership

police and fire personneli

among

during

demonstrations

from the faith community

shuid
protesting the lack of

poit conmar
this

period

a
Consequently, o n July 16, 2003, Mayor:Campbell.convened meeting

and

community stakeholders

"Task
and

(18)

Force")

to address

the

to

plan

among the

on

Diversity & Inclusion Task Force (the
of minorities,

City's safety forces. An initial group of eighteen

this body (a listing of those
diverse backgrounds were named to serve on
..

in Appendix
initial Task Force members is set forth

meetings

a

longstanding issue of disproportionately low numbers

particularly African-Americans,
individuals from

the formation of

of Cityofficials

September 24, 2003. During

the

A). The Task

course of

the

Force

began its formal

group's deliberations, several of its

members resigned, due to other commitments, perceived conflicts, or relocation. A list of Task

Force members as of the date of this final report is set forth in Appendix B.
The 1ask Force met approximately 15 times during its 10 months of work on this

important assignment. On February 4, 2004, the Task Force submitted an interim progress report
of its work. That report summarized the findings and recommendations following the group's
first seven meetings, through December 17, 2003.

Key findings from that interim report are

outlined in the attached AppendixC.
Since that initial report, the Task Force has held approximately eight additional meetings.
The first of this subsequent set of meetings was shortly after the Mayor's announcement of the

need to lay off approximately 250 police officers due to a S61 million dollar budget def+cit. As a

consequence of this significant police force reduction, and the diminished likelihood of any new

recruiting and hiring during the next several years, Mayor Carnpbell requested the Task Force

shift its primary focus to issues of deployment and promotion. This final report does, however,
.***-

offer some long-range recommendations addressing the challenges of poorer testing outcomes by
adt:0 var"u lac.ors
r . i'ii1::e. '
* r
minority applicants and the apparent lack of appeal to minority youth of careers in law

fi:.

IC.a

i

ii

.

(..7..rs

enforcement. Key findings from task force meetings during the period February 2004 through
June 2004

are

outlined in the attached

Appendix D.

The Task Force was originally encouraged by the administration to consider retaining an
extenal consultant with experience in developing safety force diversity initiatives to advise the
group

on

national best

practices,

among other

things.

Several interviews of potential consultants

were conducted. However, due to the city's budget constraints, the Task Force was subsequently
advised by administration officials that funding foT Such assistance would not be available and
this approach was abandoned.

In addition, in light of an existing consent decree governing

activities within the
human resource

Cleveland Division of Fire, the administration requested

this

Task Force focus its attention on the Division of Police.

IV.

Historical Efforts to Address Disparities
As reported in the interim report, the issue of disproportionately low minoriy

representation
tension for

chaired

a

in

Cleveland's Police

last decade.

much of the

a

copy

been the

subject of considerable study

and

Pinkney
During 1997/1998, community leader Amold

by former Mayor

comnittee convened

that committee's report,

Department has

of which

Michael White

is attached hereto

as

to address

this

Appendix E,

same issue.

In

recommendations

were made to, among other things:
and
mprove the climate between safety forces and minority communities,
present careers in Public Safety as viable alternatives;

Centralize and standardize recruitment, interviewing and training and

provide

assistance in education to minorities in

taking the civil service

exams and understanding public safety force culture;
Create a
ff

central Coordinator of Minority Recruitment and provide

Lg-i ätQ iLLmentoring and other assistance in'therecruitment process, and

i.oity ap ican.

Establísh partnerships with local educational' institutions to improve the
preparation of minority candidates.

In addition, in April 1998, then deputy chief Ronald R. James prepared a minority
recruitment plan for the Division of Police, a copy of which is attached to hereto as Appendix F.

That plan contained similar recommendations for improving minority recruitment outcomes.

In June 2003, the Black Shield Police Association provided a report that includes a range
of recommendations in the areas of recruitment, promotions and deployment, which addressed
Concerns regarding the following:
1.

The relevance and fairmess of current civil service exams;

2.

The lack of incentives for young adults to engage in auxiliary policing

activities,
6

3.

LC ack OI pre-civil service preparations options for minority candidates;

4.

The relevance and fairness of promotional exams,
The lack of adequate pre-promotional test preparation options for minority

officers;
ne need for a probationary period for officers being promoted in order to

6.

ensure sufficient actual knowledge of police work in connection with their

new supervisory responsibilities;

The need for a diverse screening committee to make deployment
other than
recommendations in order to avoid decisions on based issues

1

merit;

8.

The need for time limits on temporary assignments; and

9.

The importance of minority representation in the "elite" units, including
Homicide, Narcotics, Intelligence and Internal Affairs.

It is important to acknowledge that the recommendations of this Task Force build upon

the efforts and activism of these dedicated officers and

citizens.

In fact, many of the Task

Force's recommendations, echo ,recommendations
,contained
in prior reports,addressing, this
'***"***"
****
challenge.

It is also

inordinately

slow.

important

According

to note the

to several

various

sources

reasons

progress in this

area

has been

appearing before this Task Force, those

reasons

include: 1) lack of publicity about prior re¢ommendaions, 2).union ambivalence.or,opposition
- - -

regarding issues of minority representation, 3)

the absence of

stafing dedicated

and 5) the loss of continuity
recruitment; 4) budgetary constraints;

following

to minority

the change in the

administration in 2001.

V.

Departmental Progress Since Formation of Task Force
Since the September, 2003 formation of this Task Force and based, in part, on the

recommendations from the Black Shield Association and the efforts of this task force, the

1

following policies have been implemented by Chief Edward Lohn in connection with police

deployment practices.
a. e w rotation system. Chief Lohn has recently established a rotation system for OlC
positions within specialized units, to take effect as new openings become availaole.

OfC positions are considered desirable because they are leadership positions and, in
most instances, allow officers to earn additional income through overtime. The new
rotation system attempts to balance the need for continuity and experience against the

need to open up these positions on a periodic basis to allow for the infusion of new

talent and ideas as well as fresh opportunities for enhancing diversity at leadership
levels.

Consequently, the new rotation system allows for officers to remain in OIC

position for up to four (4) years.

In certain units, such as Homicide, the chief may

extend this term for up to an additional six months to allow an OIC to complete an

ongoing
b.

This rotation system has been documented in

case.

deployment decisions,

comprised of
delegated
serve on

to the

Chief Lohn has also

diverse crosS-section of

racially

a

deputy

an

implemented

an

selecting the

consensus

of the board.

Since the

consultation with this interview
Task Force, Chief Lohn, in

discretion allowed him

by

Chief Lohn

commanders to

This board reviews and conducts interviews of all

and provides the Chief with
open position

candidates based upon the

interview board

police commanders.

chiefs the responsibility for

the interview board.

candidates for

GPO.

In order to obtain reliable information upon which to

Creation of interview board.
make

a

a

ranking

of the

implementation of the

board, has

the collective bargaining agreement to

utilized the

appoint minority
**

'1/4t0Yi

1

officers to the

following leadership positions:

Edwin Smith)
Supervisor, airport unit (Lt.

Supervisor, internal affairs unit (Lt. Charles Broddy)
The airport and intermal affairs units are considered "elite" units that had previously
lacked minority representation.
c.

Avoided layoff impact.

There was significant concern, following the reduction in

force in December of 2003, that minority officers who had been promoted in recent

years might be disproportionately impacted by the layoffs.

As the following

information appears to indicate, this unfortunate, financially driven reduction did not

have a disproportionate impact on the minority officers.

The demographic

breakdown of the Division of Police, as of July 1, 2004, was as follows:
65.9% White officers
27.6% African-American officers

5.9% Hispanic officers

0.6%

Other

No rank category experienced more than a 10 change in its racial composition

following the layoffs.

A chart

showing

the pre- and

post-layoff impact is attached

as

Appendix G.
. ' T

VI.

Comprehensive Task Force Recommendations

The following recommendations

months,

as

well

as

are

information and

administration, which have not yet
some

based upon the information

been

recommendations

to

to

10

this and the previous

uily implemented. Further, although there has been

modest progress since the cómmencement

known

made

gathered during the last

or this 1ask Force's

work, that

these recommendations receive the
the public and it is essential that

progress

is little

public visibility

and discussion that will help ensure that they do not suffer the same fate as previous proposals.

9

Finally,

representation
in minority

it is

in

important to note that

significant root

a

the Division of Police has to do with both the
the lack of

communities and

some

to the traditional

the ultimate

reviewing the

responsibility

as indicated

below,

preparation to help bridge this

we

recommend

O

po11ce

1uc

relevance of and

to meet

the shoulders of minority
threshold standard will continue to rest upon

However,

the

academic preparation of minority applicants

testing instruments,

under

of the minority

perceptions regarding

While this Task Force recommends
current testing requirements.

weight gven

cause

or exceed

applicants.

to provide pre-test
that concerted efforts be made

gap.

Based upon the accumulated research and

findings of this Task Force,

we recommend

the

following
Departmental Mission/Vision Statement and Goals

appropriate
divisional value. Convene a group
Articulate diversity and inclusion asa
that
Police
of
Division
mission/vision statement for. the
stakeholders to develop a
his can further
inclusion.
and importance of diversity and
articulates, in part, the value
remind the
to
communities and serve
the City's minority
connections

of

1.

to

bridge

department ofthis ky

priority.

defensible

2

achiëvablé divérsitý goals baséd üpön legally
Esiablish divisional goäks"Set
collaboration with the City's Law
to be done in close
benchmarks. This will need
and appropriate target populations. For
be based upon reasonable
Department and should
look to the Cleveland population for
may appropriately
example, while entrance targets more properly consider the existing officer population
may
its goals,"promotional target

in setting goals.

Recruitment and Hiring
undertake a Charter
Utilize the current hiring moratorium to
criteria.
hiring
the
1. Modify
criteria to meet the initial police hiring
inclusion of additional
review to consider the
additional points to graduates of the Cleveland Municipal
threshold. Consider giving

School District,

or

to

existing City

of

Cleveland employees

Civil Service rules
career change. Current

in

good standing seeking

provide for 10 points to

a

be added to the scores

one year-but only if they have
been City residents for at least
of applicants who have
Veterans currently receive an additional 5 points on their
first achieved a passing score.
One-year residents should be granted the
or not they initially passed.
raw score, whether
In addition, the
scores as is presently done for veterans.
ditional credit to their raw
be reduced in order to
to the civil service test scores should

100%

weight presently given

10

factor in additional criteria such as film situation exarns, personality tests, oral exams d

other accepted indicators of relevant ability.
2.

Require enhanced validation proof and pre-test coaching from test designer.

A major

source ot concem among many minority applicants relates to the fairness and relevance
of the civil service hiring exam.

There was a strong sense among former applicants that

certain of the exam questions were not job-related or were culturally biased. Any furure
examination consultant should be required to demonstrate evidence that the test design

has been specifícally reviewed and adjusted to address adverse impact on minonty
applicants. In addition, the contract with the consultant should include a requirement to
provide a reasonable level of pre-test counseling to all interested applicants.

3. Develop a targeted marketing strategy focusing on minority communities Recruita
local public relations fim to work with community representatives to develop key
messages to better market a career in law enforcement as a viable option for young

minority adults. The message should clearly articulate the benefits of such

a

career, what

a
and the kinds of activities that will sidetrack such career,
showcased.
be
should
among other things. The stories of successful minority officers
Career Site for
Online,
For recruiting purposes, use websites such as The Black Collegian
for the Central
Students of Color, www.black-collegian.com, which posts positions
Police Department,
Intelligence Agency, the Denver Sheriffs Office, and the Tallahassee

it takes to become

an

officer,

to name a few.
4.

preparation. Foundation funding should
for applicants from disadvantaged school
be sought to cover the cost for pre-test coaching
minority applicants
districts or backgrounds. Without such additional assistance, many
to
needed
assistance
prepare for
properly
might'not be able to afford the kind of bridge
Solicit foundation funding

to underwrite test

the civil service exam.
S

5.

tr'

1

recruitment personnel. Presently, no single individual is
Designate specific minority
of minority applicants and minority hires for the
accountable for increasing the level
than perhaps the Chief of Police,
Division of Police. Consequently, no one, other

considers such outcome

a

meaningful pertormance

measure.

in this

Therefore, there is a lack of
Increasing the minority

area.

creativity
departmental commitment
and the advance work to begin this
some time to accomplish,
applicant pool will take
Dedicated staff and a marketing and education budget must
evolution must begin now.
hires become fiscally
when new
and

consistent

be established

now

in order to be prepared

police

feasible.

Promotions
1.

criteria for promotions. Current criteria for
Develop specific performance-related
ability test, a test that gauges the officer's ability
promotions include a written cognitiveto be addressed on a daily basis ("In-box exercise")
need
to handle routine tasks that may
It has been suggested that the weighting of these
and a structured oral presentation.
skills to a greater degree
Further, newly
factors should emphasize the daily job
to ensure that
be subject t a reasonable probationary period
promoted officers should

they possess the necessary field and management skills to effectively fulfill their new

responsibilities.
2. Require test designer to provide pre-test coaching.

Include in the RFP for the next

promotional exam designer firm a requirement that its services include a reasonaoie

amount of pre-test coaching to help equalize preparation levels for all applicants.
Phase in higher education as a promotional qualification.

This recommndao

based, primarily, upon the Task Force's conclusion that the overall operation ot the
police force, including how it interacts with the broader community, would benetit from
having ranking officers with higher educational levels. Many of Greater Cleveland's

suburban police departments already require some level of college attainment for hinng
a
Over the next ten years, the Division of Police should phase in
requirement of at least two years of accredited college credit to be eligible to be promoted
level of tuition
to the rank of sergeant or higher. This should be coupled with a higher
reimbursement that is more easily accessible than the current system and allows al
or

promotion.

officers the

opportunity

pursue such advancement.

Given the curently lower levels of
this change will need

education attainment for Cleveland's minority populations,
to be monitored closely to ensure that it does not worsen the problem of minority under

higher

representation.

Deployment
1.

Maintain and expand OIC rotation system. The system of rotating OIC assignments
been implemented by Police Chief Lohn, should be
every four years, that has recently
It is currently memorialized as a GPO.
maintained in as permanent a manner as possible.
into relevant collective bargaining
However, if possible, it should ,be. incorporated

in

change
Otherwise, this progress may be lost upon the
administration or upon the replacemnent of the current police chief. This is particularly
Narcotics, and Intelligence. However, the
important for Homicide, Internal Affairs,
into all of the division's major
should be used to open advancement opportunities
eventual

agreements.

system
areas of operation.

2

During the last several months, Chief Lohn
Maintain the commander interview group.
process by which the deputy chiefs select
has also implemented an interview

to the chief regarding OIC and
amanders to interview and make recommendations
This change was in response to persistent concerns that
other discretionary assignments.
been done based upon friendships and other non-qualification
past such assignments had
should also be memorialized in a GPO and, if possible,
related criteria. This procedure
included in the collective bargaining agreement.

3.

have been temporarily assigned or
the past,
Limit detailing to 90 days. In
of time, allowing them to achieve the
detailed'" to assignments for indefinite periods
a formal deployment or designation as the OIC.
benefits of such assignment without
which any permanent assignment to the
should be limited to 90 days, after

officers

detailing
position should be placed before
Such

the commander interview group for

12

a

formal review of

**

candidates for the assignment. This change should be memorialized in
and, if possible, in the collective bargaining agreement.

qualified

a GPO

versight/ Monitoring
individuals

5
ongoing oversight committee. An oversight committee of 3 to
Police's
diversity
should be appointed to review progress in achieving the Division of
and inclusion goals.

App0int

1.

an

issued by this
2. Produce a progress report twice yearly. A progress report should be
documenting the
oversight committee to the Safety Director and the Mayor twice a year

status of the division's diversity and inclusion efforts.
3.

it. The City
press releases detailing progress and factors influencing
the
and
public the
should issue timely press releases to communicate to the media
and identifying the
division's progress in achieving its diversity and inclusion goals
achievement of progress in
factors that have contributed to the achievement or lack of

Issue

timely

this area.

III.

Conclusion
Cleveland has

accomplishments is
are

to

develop and

an

history filled

with great achievements.

we

must ensure

our

safety forces that effective law

employment opportunities for minority residents
Ci

i

immediately begin the steps

believe will

Underlying those

the City's citizens. If we
ability to tap the reservoir of talent possessed by

n i . :ief Ti

of Police.
the ranks of Cleveland's Division

administration to

which' we

rich

maintain the trust and confidence in

enforcement requires,
throughout

a

roularly

This Task Force encourages

the City

necessary to implement these recommendations,

pay long-terrn benefits to allofthe City's citizens."
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